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Fact and Figures About States With the Highest Mobility Rates
Among Rural Households

Question: Which nine states have the highest rates of mobility among rural households?

Answer: At 23.3%, Nevada has the highest percentage of rural households that changed residences in the
previous 12 months.* Nevada is followed by Arizona (20.9%), Florida (17.7%), Alaska (17.4%), Colorado (17.1%),
Utah (16.1%), California (16.0%), Texas (16.0%), and Wyoming (15.1%). High student mobility is often an
indicator of family stress, income instability, and homelessness.

*U.S. Census Bureau, 2007 American Community Survey. Why Rural Matters, 2009.

Community Center Seeks to Re-Knit Divided Community

The Coal River Valley community in southern West Virginia celebrated the opening of a new community center this
month. The center, located in Whitesville (near the Boone-Raleigh County line), has a greenhouse, community
gardens, a canning kitchen, arts and crafts center, and business incubator. And, it has already begun hosting a
variety of community activities like movie nights, workshops where residents share skills, and social events like
dances and music shows.

“We are celebrating our community coming together to make the place where we stand on the earth a better
place for us all,” says Lorelei Scarron, a local resident who helped the center off the ground. She is also the
Raleigh County Fellow with Challenge West Virginia.

Hard Times, Deep Divides

“Coming together” is a key goal for the center in what has been a deeply divided rural community, one troubled
by hard times — for a long time.

Coal River Valley lies in the heart of West Virginia’s coalfields. As underground mining slowly gives way to surface
mining, there’s been increasing division about environmental effects on the land and water and on the community
and its residents.

Some of those divisions got played out in a controversy over Marsh Fork Elementary, the community’s only school.
The school sits within 300 feet of a large coal processing facility and just below a multi-billion gallon toxic coal
waste sludge pond, which is itself just below a mountaintop removal surface mine. Some residents feel these coal
operations threaten the safety and health of the school’s students and have fought for a new school building
somewhere else in the community. Other people, including some who have supported a new school, deny the
threats. Just this year, plans have been announced to build a new school in another location in the community.

The Coal River Valley is also the site of Massey Energy Corporation’s Upper Big Branch mine, where an explosion
in April of this year killed 29 miners. The losses were devastating, and tensions ran high as residents, company
officials, and investigators often disagreed over what happened and why and what should be done about it.

In communities where poverty rates are high, jobs are few, and residents feel that expressing their point of view
might put themselves or people they care about at risk of some kind of backlash, relations are often strained.



Those strains can be especially painful in rural communities where people are deeply interconnected and where
many residents feel strongly attached to the place, the land, and the local culture.

And in places like Raleigh County, where the apparatus and pressures of multi-national economic forces come
bearing down on small communities, demanding that local residents make choices most people never have to think
about, things can get very personal and very difficult.

“We live in a mono-economy,” says Scarbro. “There are no choices. You either work in the coal industry, or you
pretty much don’t work. Because we have no choices, we’re at the disposal of big coal.”

Scarbro grew up in the coalfields. Her father and husband were miners and several close relatives work in the
industry today. She’s careful not to attack people for their industry associations, but she also speaks out about the
environmental impacts of certain kinds of coal mining, especially the practice of mountaintop removal, which
explodes the tops of mountains into nearby valleys and streams so that seams of coal can be scraped off. For a
number of years she worked as an organizer with the environmental group Coal River Mountain Watch.

Drawing on Rural Roots

“I felt a desperate need to be creative,” says Scarbro, “ and to help people around me do that again, too. There’s
so much talent in our community, but most of us were not using our talents or being creative because the
community is oppressed and permanently impoverished. I really wanted to go back into the community and get
people together.”

While tensions in the Coal River Valley community are deep, there is also a recognition that the community needs
to rebuild itself.

The invitation to the grand opening of the community center says: “We believe we must heal this very divided
community and to heal we must find common ground. To find common ground we must have neutral territory, a
‘Third Place’ where we can come together and work together.”

Much of that common ground is rooted in the common rural culture that local residents share. “We believe if we
can grow, harvest, process and market [produce and crafts] locally we will all be healthier and wealthier,” writes
Scarbro.

She continues, “We can share our skills and learn from others. We want to pass down those time-honored
traditions such as canning, quilting, music and many more to the next generations. We are bridging the gap with
the knowledge experience and wisdom that comes with age and the education, dedication and ideas that come
with youth.”

Already the center is renting space to crafters (who are invited to donate 10% of their profits to the Center), the
greenhouses are operational with a local resident who staffs them, the center is working with the USDA to become
certified for food processing and distribution, and a board of directors if in place and working.

“We’re trying to do this in a way that doesn’t take sides,” says Scarbro. “We’ve committed to park our differences
at the door and create opportunities to make life better for everybody.”

That commitment to healing and to the community itself is one that many people can recognize and appreciate.

“As a community organizer,” reflects Scarbro, “I learned that what the people of the Coal River Valley needed the
most was hope, and I think it starts here.”

High-Poverty Rural Districts Largely Left Out of Race to the Top

The Race to the Top (RTTT) sweepstakes was not very effective in reaching high-poverty rural areas.

The second round winners, announced last month, include Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Maryland, Massachusetts, New
York, North Carolina, Ohio, Rhode Island and Washington, D.C. Together they will receive $3.4 billion. Tennessee
and Delaware, first round winners announced in March, won an additional $600 million between them.

In general, the winners aren’t very rural and the rural areas within them are not particularly poor. Exceptions are
Georgia, North Carolina, and Tennessee. Hawaii is difficult to measure because the entire state in a single schools
district encompassing both rural and urban areas. No need to mention Washington, D.C. when discussing rural.

The three states mentioned above are the only RTTT winners that are ranked in the upper half among states on
the “Rural Importance Gauge” in Why Rural Matters 2009, a biennial analysis of rural education data produced
by the Rural Trust. The only winning state ranked in the upper one-fourth of the gauge is North Carolina.

http://www.ruraledu.org/articles.php?id=2312


Five of the winning states, however, rank very low on the Rural Importance Gauge, including Florida (44th in rural
importance), Maryland (45th), Massachusetts (47th), Rhode Island (48th), and Delaware (49th). in addition to
Hawaii and Washington, DC.

Together, these largely non-rural states and D.C. took $1,525 million, or about 39% of the total RTTT grant
awards. Two other winning states also rank in the lower half of the Rural Importance Gauge (New York at 31st
and Ohio at 26th). Add their grants of $700 million and $400 million respectively and these predominantly urban
states carried home two-thirds of the RTTT grants.

Even more important, the rural poverty levels in the winning states are not generally very high. Only five of these
states — Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, Ohio, and Tennessee — have even one “Rural 900” school district, that
is, a district that is among the 900 rural districts with the highest student poverty rates. Only in Georgia and North
Carolina are more than 2% of students enrolled in these poorest rural schools.

The winners are also states whose rural schools are comparatively large. In fact, all ten state winners (not
counting Hawaii, which can’t be scored) have rural schools and school districts whose median size ranks above the
national median size for rural schools and districts.

Title I: Contact Your Representative — And Your Candidates

As things heat up in the mid-term elections, it’s important to let your representatives, and the candidates
challenging them, know that you care about Title I funding and want the formulas fixed.

Congress will likely take up re-authorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (currently called No
Child Left Behind) in the upcoming session. That reauthorization will address the way Title I is funded. Title I is
the largest federal funding stream for K–12 education and is intended to help local schools improve educational
opportunities for low-income children.

Since 2002, several of the formulas that distribute Title I funding have provided less less money per eligible child
to smaller school districts than to larger districts, including many large districts with relatively low poverty rates.
These “number weighting” provisions mean that some kids get a lot more support than others just because they
attend a larger school district.

That’s not fair. Low-income children should not get a smaller share of federal funding to support their educations
just because they live in a smaller place.

Tell the candidates to make Title I funding right for all children by eliminating number weighting.

Learn how your school district is faring under number weighting and join the Formula Fairness campaign at
www.formulafairness.com.

Small Arkansas Town Focus of Secretary Visit

Editor's note: Links are free and current at time of posting, but may require registration or expire over time.

Grow-Your-Own-Teachers

Hamburg, like many smaller districts, has had a hard time getting and keeping the teachers it needs. But the
district is now working with the University of Arkansas-Monticello to provide teacher education opportunities to
local residents.

Grow-your-own-programs that link schools and colleges can be an important tool for local communities that want
to strengthen their schools. Participants in the programs are usually adults who live in the community who are
committed to the school and interested in becoming teachers. Often, however, they have other commitments that
prevent them from returning to school full-time, especially if the community is a long way from the college.

Grow-your-own programs usually bring some or all of the courses to the community directly or using interactive
technology. Participants often work in the school while they complete their degree or certification program. That
gives grown-your-own programs two important advantages: schools get the benefit of the prospective teacher
while the teacher is getting certified and the teachers gain day-to-day school experience.

Another big advantage of grow-your-own programs is that most of the adults who participate already live in the
community, so they are committed for the long haul to making the school and the community as strong as
possible.

http://www.formulafairness.com/


Pre-K in Hamburg

Hamburg also participates in the Arkansas Better Chance (ABC) pre-K program. Statewide the program serves
more than 25,000 three and four year olds and is recognized as one of the best state-supported programs in the
country.

High quality early childhood education is associated with a variety of improved outcomes that persist as children
move through school, including better academic performance, lower risk of dropping out, and fewer social and
behavioral problems.

An Announcement for Rural Schools

John White, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Rural Outreach, told a group of Hamburg teachers that the
administration will work for more flexibility for rural schools in the reauthorization of the federal education law. In
particular, White emphasized more flexibility for teachers of multiple subjects and grades.

Currently, teachers must earn a college major and prove they are “Highly Qualified” in each separate subject they
teach. White said that the administration will require teachers to be “highly effective” instead of highly qualified.

The “effective teacher” provisions of the administration’s education plan are among the more controversial
changes it is pushing. According to criteria in the Race to the Top and Investing in Innovation federal stimulus
programs, effective teachers are those whose students make at least one year’s worth of progress on state tests;
“highly effective” teachers are those whose students make more than a year, or more than a year and a half,
progress on state tests.

White’s announcements suggest that the education requirements that have been part of No Child Left Behind will
be eased in administration proposals related to the re-authorization of the federal Elementary and Secondary
Education Act. But these changes, if approved, will affect all teachers. There is nothing particularly rural about the
changes and no evidence that the proposed rules will be any better for teachers, especially those in high-poverty
or isolated rural districts, than the current Highly Qualified rules.

Read more:

Duncan’s blog on the trip:

www.ed.gov/blog/2010/09/courage-in-the-classroom-trip-report/

More on Arkansas Best Chance:

www.state.ar.us/childcare/abc/index.html

Education Week’s Rural Blog coverage:

http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/rural_education/2010/08/first_stop_in_rural_
arkansas_uniquely_effective_center.html

Final Day of Tour in Rural Milton, New Hampshire

www.ed.gov/blog/2010/09/small-rural-schools-and-teachers-personalize-education/

Fate of Secure Rural Schools Act Unclear

Editor's note: Links are free and current at time of posting, but may require registration or expire over time.

The federal legislation that provides funding to rural school districts located in many of the nation’s timber
counties is set to expire in 2011. Whether or not it will be renewed is uncertain as Congress wrangles over the
budget process.

The Secure Rural Schools and Community Self-Determination Act (SRS) provides funding to districts to offset some
of the loss of timber revenues in counties with national forests. First authorized in 2000, the Secure Rural Schools
Act was an attempt to help counties and schools adjust to dramatic decreases in funding resulting from restrictions
on timbering in National Forests located in their jurisdictions. The Act was renewed in 2008.

About $419 million in SRS funding will be allocated in 2010 to 729 rural counties, parishes, and boroughs in 41
states. The funding will reach some 9 million rural students.

Supporters argue that the SRS provides revenue necessary for maintaining roads and essential services and

http://www.ed.gov/blog/2010/09/courage-in-the-classroom-trip-report/
http://www.state.ar.us/childcare/abc/index.html
http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/rural_education/2010/08/first_stop_in_rural_arkansas_uniquely_effective_center.html
http://www.ed.gov/blog/2010/09/small-rural-schools-and-teachers-personalize-education/


supporting schools in rural forest counties. Many of these counties are relatively high-poverty and have few
sources of taxable wealth. Critics say the SRS was intended to be a short-term transition for affected counties.

For more information, visit the website of the Partnership for Rural America, which advocates for funding for
the SRS.

Consolidation Watch: State Policies on an Important Rural Issue

Several states are addressing consolidation — but not all are promoting it. The following group of articles examines
current consolidation news in South Dakota, Texas, Iowa, and Michigan.

South Dakota Candidates Speak Out Against Consolidation

Editor's note: Links are free and current at time of posting, but may require registration or expire over time.

South Dakota’s forced consolidation law has become an issue in the gubernatorial race. Both candidates,
Republican Lt. Gov. Dennis Daugaard and Democratic Sen. Scott Heidepriem, have taken stands against the state
law that forces districts to close when their enrollment drops below 100. South Dakota provides financial incentives
for district consolidation. Both candidates have said the incentives are okay but that the state should not set an
arbitrary closure threshold or become involved in local consolidation decisions.

Read more:

www.argusleader.com/article/20100913/NEWS/9130312/No-forced-consolidation

Texas Proposal Rewards District Cost-Sharing

Editor's note: Links are free and current at time of posting, but may require registration or expire over time.

Governor Rick Perry is promoting a plan that would give incentives to districts sharing administrative services and
other costs. Under the proposal, districts would receive a percentage of what they save. Texas’s rural districts have
long histories of sharing services like human resources, accounting, and transportation and of and utilizing regional
service centers to meet federal and state requirements. But cost-sharing arrangements have been less common
among the state’s larger urban and suburban districts. One state senator says she may file legislation to force all
districts to make some cost-sharing arrangements.

Read more:

http://lubbockonline.com/education/2010-09-01/perry-visits-lubbock-touts-school-cost-sharing-plan

Iowa Losing Rural School Districts

Editor's note: Links are free and current at time of posting, but may require registration or expire over time.

Iowa is seeing an increase in the number of district consolidations, and more districts are considering consolidation
as a way to deal with mounting financial pressures. Some school leaders have charged that Iowa’s per-pupil
funding system, with steady reductions in the state’s budget guarantee, along with declining enrollment, are partly
to blame. Some districts are consolidating small schools, and Iowans anticipate more of these closures ahead.

Local coverage:

www.siouxcityjournal.com/news/state-and-regional/iowa/article_6237a1a2-3a36-5491-be1a-
8f8abdf9a039.html
http://messengernews.net/page/content.detail/id/527900/State-backs-PV-school-closing.html?nav=5010

Calls for Consolidation in Michigan Reveal Many Issues

Editor's note: Links are free and current at time of posting, but may require registration or expire over time. 

We noticed this fall a little shift in school consolidation proposals bubbling up in states. It’s not unusual during the
season before legislative sessions open for a state official or commission or legislator to announce that the state

http://www.partnershipforruralamerica.org/default.shtml
http://www.argusleader.com/article/20100913/NEWS/9130312/No-forced-consolidation
http://lubbockonline.com/education/2010-09-01/perry-visits-lubbock-touts-school-cost-sharing-plan
http://www.siouxcityjournal.com/news/state-and-regional/iowa/article_6237a1a2-3a36-5491-be1a-8f8abdf9a039.html
http://messengernews.net/page/content.detail/id/527900/State-backs-PV-school-closing.html?nav=5010


could save some large amount of money if it would only eliminate many of its schools or school districts. Nor is it
unusual for calls for consolidation to pick up as the economy turns down: budget crises can provide good cover for
otherwise unpopular proposals.

But this year we are seeing gubernatorial candidates in South Dakota back away from mandatory consolidation for
small rural districts in that state. And, in Texas, proposals for budget-cutting incentives are primarily focused on
trying to get school districts, especially large districts, to enter cost-sharing agreements. Michigan also has a
proposal out to provide grant funds to districts to offset some of the costs of developing shared-service
arrangements or consolidating. Those seem noteworthy shifts in state policy emphases.

The situation in Michigan particularly caught our attention. It’s not so much that the incentive proposal is
especially unusual. Nor is it the fact that a widely-touted Michigan State University study, which claims the state
would save millions through district consolidation, has been accused of including plagiarized passages.

What caught our attention was the way that the situation in Michigan points up how the many complicated issues
involved in consolidation interact with each other. And, it makes a good case-in-point about media over-
simplifications, questionable scholarship, ideological pandering (on both sides, as we see it), and problems with
one-size-fits-all solutions.

The story starts off mundanely enough. Governor Jennifer Granholm included in her state budget recommendation,
a proposal to set aside $50 million of the state’s School Aid Fund for a competitive grant program to encourage
districts to consolidate or develop shared services arrangements. The grant money could be used to defray up-
front expenses, like buying common administrative software, incurred when districts merge or combine certain
operations.

State schools superintendent Mike Flanagan supports the plan. And although the plan provides funding for districts
that want to consolidate, it does not force smaller or poorer rural districts to go out of business.

But it didn’t take long for many in the state to start calling for widespread consolidation of Michigan’s 550 school
districts.

The touchstone here is a report commissioned by Booth newspapers, a Michigan-based newspaper chain
headquartered in Grand Rapids, for its Michigan 10.0 series. According to Booth’s internet affiliate mlive.com, “The
concept is to explore the 10 crucial issues that Michigan must address as it faces a new decade.” One of those ten
issues is “Consolidating Schools.” In fact, consolidation is the only education topic on the list. 

In the mlive post introducing the study, reporter Paul Keep writes: “Because the issue is not new, we sought to
put something that is actually new on the table as the centerpiece of our eighth installment of the Michigan 10.0
series. In doing so, we wanted to provide an answer to a fundamental question taxpayers might ask: How much
cost savings could we expect if school systems were organized and managed on a countywide basis instead of the
current multiple school district system?”

Michigan has the nation’s second-highest unemployment rate, a shrinking population, and looming long-term
economic challenges. A question about how to address this situation as it affects schools is more than fair. A
question that assumes a predetermined outcome for a prescribed course of action, however, is likely to produce
the answer implied in the question.

And, that’s just what happened. The report, “School District Consolidation Study In 10 Michigan Counties. Is
district consolidation cost effective? What is the alternative to consolidation?” authored by Sharif Shakrani, senior
scholar at the Education Policy Center at Michigan State University (MSU), asserts that the state could save a
whopping $612 million by consolidating all districts at the county level.

The report notes that there is little scholarly agreement on the actual cost-savings achieved through district
consolidation. It acknowledges that there is no attempt in the paper to address achievement, graduation and drop-
out rates, teacher retention, or parent and community involvement. The report also states that it is “based and
builds on the research publication (Working Paper No. 33) “Does School District Consolidation Cut Costs?” written
by William D. Duncombe and John M. Yinger of The Center for Policy Research at The Maxwell School, Syracuse
University, and published in January 2001.” That paper is available at http://www-
cpr.maxwell.syr.edu/cprwps/pdf/wp33.pdf. It looks at districts in New York and suggests that some savings might
occur with the consolidation of very small districts.

Despite the caveats and limitations of the MSU paper, the $612 million figure got picked up and widely reported in
state media, often as fact.

But Wait

Not long after the report was issued, staff at the Mackinac Center for Public Policy, a self-described “free market”

http://www.ruraledu.org/articles.php?id=2556
http://www.ruraledu.org/articles.php?id=2557
http://www.mlive.com/news/index.ssf/2010/09/links_to_help_you_wade_through.html
http://www.mlive.com/
http://www.mlive.com/news/index.ssf/2010/08/read_the_msu_study_on_school_c.html
http://www.epc.msu.edu/documents/School-District-Consolidation-Study-Sharif-Shakrani-Sept-2010.pdf
http://www-cpr.maxwell.syr.edu/cprwps/pdf/wp33.pdf


think tank based in Midland, Michigan, suggested that part of the MSU report appeared to includes passages
plagiarizing the Duncombe and Yinger paper. It listed on its website portions of the original report alongside
similar portions from the Syracuse paper.

Mackinac published its own paper on optimum district size in Michigan in 2007, "School District Consolidation, Size
and Spending: an Evaluation." That paper concluded that consolidation would not produce significant savings,
although it does suggest an optimum school size that would close many of the state's smaller rural districts. The
paper, not surprisingly given the Center's free-market stance, advocated for competition and choice as the way to
drive down education costs.

In response to the charges, Michigan State has launched an internal investigation. A revised version of the report,
dated September 3, 2010 includes additional materials and citations.

Initially, much of the media held that the figures in Shakrani’s report were credible despite the citation problems.
Then the Mackinac Center reported on its Capitol Confidential website that William Duncombe, one of authors of
the Syracuse study from which the MSU report drew heavily, said in an interview that the MSU report was an
“oversimplification” and “blanket attempts to consolidate just don’t make any sense.”

Not Quite So Fast

The Mackinac Center may be well within its rights to point out apparent plagiarism in the MSU report, but it
doesn’t occupy all the higher ground here. We’ll get there shortly.

The Press gets a lot of things wrong on the consolidation issue besides the MSU report. Its coverage suggests
there’s very little academic research on the side of smaller schools and districts, which is not very truthful. It
suggests that people who want to keep a school in their community mostly want to protect their sports teams and
mascots, an accusation so trite it's embarrassing.

The Pre’s repeats an assert in the MSU report that district consolidation leaves schools in place in communities.
The reality is — and the Press would know this if it followed up on some of its own reporting about recent state-
initiated consolidation initiatives — that district consolidation very often leads to school consolidation. Take the
Arkansas example listed in the Press coverage: Arkansas passed Act 60 in 2004 mandating consolidation for
districts with enrollment under 350. Act 60 closed some 70 rural districts; about two-thirds of the communities
whose district was eliminated have since lost all or most of the grades in the community school.

On the mlive website, only one rural district is featured, a small rural districts with so much local wealth it doesn’t
even receive state aid at all. That’s not typical in Michigan or anywhere else.

And these issues don’t even touch problems with the calculations that led to the $612 million figure in Shakrani’s
report.

But the Press does get one important thing right.

It makes the point that there are huge disparities in the educational opportunities of students based on the school
district in which students live and the schools they attend. Poor students in Michigan’s poorest schools, including
those in Flint and Detroit, don’t have anything like the opportunities afforded many students in nearby suburbs.
The paper is right to point out these inequities and the need for Michigan to address them in order to improve its
future.

As an example of how urban communities can successfully create schools that spread opportunities equitably, the
Press points to Wake County (Raleigh), North Carolina, which has a county-wide school system. For many years
Wake assigned students to schools in order to create socio-economic diversity across the district. As a result, no
school was characterized by high student poverty levels and most offered fairly similar resources and opportunities
to students.

Wake County’s schools have been widely recognized for high quality, equity, and improving opportunity for the
most vulnerable students. And, they have been credited with underpinning the region’s population and economic
boon of the last several decades.

Wake County’s approach, however, was subject to huge pressures especially from newcomers, many of whom
chose the district for its high quality education but did not understand the assignment system or the complications
of accommodating thousands of new students each year.

This past year, in a highly controversial move, the school board dismantled the assignment system.

In using the Wake County example, the Press shows how important diverse equitable schools are to a region —
and how difficult they are to maintain. It also takes a stand for quality education for low-income communities and

http://www.mackinac.org/13406
http://www.mackinac.org/8530
http://www.michigancapitolconfidential.com/13503
http://www.mackinac.org/archives/2007/s2007-06.pdf


children.

That’s not an advocacy position the Mackinac Center expresses. It is much more concerned with dismantling
teacher unions, advocating choice, and suggesting that education spending isn’t much related to education
outcomes. Its positions don't do much to acknowledge gaping inequities in educational opportunities, nor does it
suggest there's much shared public responsibility for addressing the causes or the cures for those inequities.

The Press coverage of Wake County also reveals one of the uglier sentiments that sometimes accompanies
consolidation. Some of the posted comments reflect resentment of some residents in wealthier districts against any
suggestion that a more equitable distribution of resources, opportunity, and exposure to different cultures is in
order and might, in fact, benefit children in their own communities. That resentment must be acknowledged as
one factor sometimes present in anti-consolidation sentiments.

Rural: Neither Left Nor Right

An issue for advocates for high-quality education in rural areas is that consolidation does not fit neatly into
left/right political paradigms. In most rural places the school is the anchor of the community's economic and social
life, much more than in suburban areas. When a rural school is closed, the community suffers real losses that
affect children in negative ways. Further, consolidation of rural districts rarely changes the economic, social, or
racial demographic of the district overall or improve prospects for the most vulnerable children. It does, very often,
however, remove governance and then schools from low-wealth communities.

When consolidation is resisted, whether in rural or metropolitan areas, mostly because residents want to maintain
some level of economic or racial segregation, that's a serious problem that deserves a public policy response. 

Little in the Michigan coverage of the consolidation proposals takes a very nuanced view of the issues. Although
both the Mackinac and the MSU reports seem more concerned with the impact of consolidation on metropolitan
schools, where it is not likely to occur, both specifically target small rural school districts. 

For its part, Mackinac does little to acknowledge the effects of poverty on children or their educations. The Press,
which does at least up the subject, seems to endorse merging districts but not schools, which is unlikely on its
own to make much difference for the poorest students in metropolitan communities. Far more that centralized
administration is needed to get students out of schools with concentrated poverty and to give low-income parents
genuine access to and influence over the schools their children attend.

In their efforts to advance their own policy solutions both the Mackinac Center and the Press reports wind up
characterizing public schools as costs to the public rather than investments in the public good (not to say that wise
investments might not involve some cost-cutting or shifting). 

If the superficial and ideological coverage of consolidation continues and policy is implemented, it will likely be
exercised almost exclusively on the state's small rural districts. That won't bring significant cost savings to the
state. But it will signal a serious disinvestment in rural communities, a disinvestment that will harm the poorest
rural children and undercut the best resource rural communities have for forging their own economic recoveries. 

Local news coverage and blog reports:

www.mlive.com/news/index.ssf/2010/08/michigan_may_offer_financial_i.html
www.statenews.com/index.php/article/2010/08/plagiarism_case_continues_for_education_professor
www.lansingstatejournal.com/article/20100905/OPINION02/9050533/1087/OPINION02
http://capitalnewsservice.wordpress.com/2010/09/10/superintendents-collaboration-trumps-school-
consolidation/

Grand Rapids Press explanation of its 10 crucial issues:  

www.mlive.com/news/index.ssf/2010/09/links_to_help_you_wade_through.html

Granholm’s budget update:

www.michigan.gov/gov/0,1607,7-168--243277--,00.html

The MSU report:

http://media.mlive.com/news_impact/other/textreport.pd

The Syracuse report:

www-cpr.maxwell.syr.edu/efap/Publications/Revisiting_Economies.pdf

http://www.mlive.com/news/index.ssf/2010/08/michigan_may_offer_financial_i.html
http://www.statenews.com/index.php/article/2010/08/plagiarism_case_continues_for_education_professor
http://www.lansingstatejournal.com/article/20100905/OPINION02/9050533/1087/OPINION02
http://capitalnewsservice.wordpress.com/2010/09/10/superintendents-collaboration-trumps-school-consolidation/
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Mackinac Center’s web pages suggesting plagiarism:

www.mackinac.org/13406

Mackinac Center’s web pages describing Duncombe’s response to the MSU report:

www.educationreport.org/pubs/mer/article.aspx?id=13512

School Discipline: An Occasional Series on Developments in School
Disciplinary Policies and Practices

Iowa Rules Limit Physical Restraints, Seclusion

Editor's note: Links are free and current at time of posting, but may require registration or expire over time.

Discipline incidents in several Iowa schools have been the focus of recent media attention because they violate
new state rules that restrict the use of restraint and seclusion on children with disabilities. In one incident, a
nonverbal mentally disabled student was strapped into a chair with a seat belt when his teacher aides were absent.
A student in a different school was dragged across the carpet to a seclusion room, and in another school a
student was disciplined with physical force deemed abusive by investigators.

Iowa is one of a number of states that has adopted restrictions on the use of physical restraints and seclusion
(isolation) after several students around the country died or were injured at school as a result of the practices.
The Iowa law requires school personnel to receive training on appropriate use of restraint, and it limits the use of
physical force to situations in which the student is posing a threat. Under the law, students can only be secluded
for safety reasons and not as punishment. In addition, teachers must also receive regular training on safety
standards. Additional training is required in districts where the violations occurred.

Federal legislation limiting the use of seclusion and restraint is also pending. In December 2009 companion bills
were introduced in both houses of Congress. House Bill 4247, the "Keeping All Students Safe Act," has passed the
House and been sent to the Senate. The Senate bill remains pending before the Senate Committee on Health,
Education, Labor and Pensions. Advocacy groups hope to achieve uniform standards for all U.S. classrooms. If
passed, federal legislation will apply in all states, including those that do not currently regulate restraint or
seclusion in schools.

Read more:

Local coverage of the Iowa incidents:

www.desmoinesregister.com/article/20100824/NEWS02/8240367/3-schools-cited-for-using-restraints-on-
unruly-kids

H.R.4247.RFS — Keeping All Students Safe Act:

www.opencongress.org/bill/111-h4247/show

S.2860 — Preventing Harmful Restraint and Seclusion in Schools Act — as introduced in Senate:

www.opencongress.org/bill/111-s2860/text?version=is&nid=t0:is:127

Summary table of all state laws, regulations, and guidance on use of seclusion and restraint:

www2.ed.gov/policy/seclusion/seclusion-state-summary.html

Middle School Suspension Report

Editor's note: Links are free and current at time of posting, but may require registration or expire over time.

A new report looks closely at federal data on school suspensions to determine the impact of harsh exclusionary
discipline on students and on schools. The report, “Suspended Education,” is authored by Daniel Losen of the Civil
Rights Project at the University of California at Los Angeles and Russell Skiba of the Center for Evaluation and
Education Policy at Indiana University.

The report examines the frequency of the use of suspension, analyzes suspensions by the race/ethnicity of
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students, and follows trends over time.

Notably, the report focuses on middle schools. Although few studies separate middle school suspension data from
other grades, which tends to mask the frequency of suspension use in middle grades, several studies that do
disaggregate middle school data suggest that suspensions in middle grades have significant long-term effects on
students and are associated with higher rates of dropping out, school failure, and incarceration. The study adds to
a growing body of research questioning the fairness and effectiveness of zero-tolerance policies, which often
mandate suspensions for a wide variety of offenses including mundane adolescent behaviors like dress code
violations, vague offenses like “disrespect,” and acts of serious violence.

In the urban districts studied by the researchers, the racial gap in suspension rates is significant, with black male
students suspended at much higher rates than other students.

The study recommends that policymakers increase the collection of data on school discipline, especially data that
is disaggregated by race and gender, and that schools utilize behavior management methods that keep students in
school. The researchers also call for the U.S. Department of Education to identify schools with very high
suspension rates and to address unlawful discrimination using the authority of its Office of Civil Rights.

Read more:

Coverage about the report’s findings:

www.nytimes.com/2010/09/14/education/14suspend.html?ref=education

The report, "Suspended Education" along with additional information is available on the Southern Poverty Law
Center website:

http://splcenter.org/get-informed/publications/suspended-education

 

Nevada Considers New Formula

Editor's note: Links are free and current at time of posting, but may require registration or expire over time.

The Clark County, Nevada school district has sent a proposal to the legislature asking for the revision of the
state’s school funding system. In Nevada, requests for drafting may be made by legislators, legislative committees,
the Governor, state agencies, and local governments. A staff attorney for the Legislature then prepares a formal
draft of a bill.

The funding formula, known as the Nevada Plan, only recognizes two categories of students: those receiving
special education services, and those who are not. Clark County School District, home of Las Vegas, wants more
assistance in meeting the needs of English Language Learners, students in career/tech prep programs, and gifted
and talented students. Their proposal would also add additional categories of students in special education and
direct funding according to the degree of their needs.

Nevada provides a basic per-pupil guarantee, equalized in order to provide for variations in educational costs and
local wealth. Districts are grouped according to large, centralized, rural, and small categories. The per-pupil
amount is adjusted according to costs of education in each district. Currently, the Nevada Plan also includes a
“hold-harmless” provision to protect districts during times of declining enrollment, an issue for many rural Nevada
districts.

Nevada is one of the few states in the country that has never been sued over its school finance system, and
supporters of the current formula point to this fact as evidence of the Plan’s soundness and success.

Nevada still has a relatively high local share of education funding compared with other states, primarily due to
mineral resources, which the formula takes into account.

Rural Nevada districts have several challenges not supported by additional funding in the current plan, including
the highest rate of rural household mobility in the country, a high percentage of rural English Language Learners,
and high transportation costs.

Because of the state’s current budget deficit of $3 billion, many rural districts fear that any additional funding for
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Clark, one of the nation’s largest and fastest growing districts, will come at their expense.

When initially passed, the Nevada Plan was accompanied by a mass consolidation of the then-200 districts into 17
county-wide districts. There has since been interest in de-consolidating some of these districts.

Read more:

Local coverage of proposal:

www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/aug/17/district-wants-new-funding-plan/

Editorial calling for new plan:

www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/aug/19/time-new-plan/

Flowchart and detailed descriptions of Nevada’s state funding mechanisms:

www.ccsd.net/directory/budget-finance/pdf/Funding_K-12_Public_Schools_in_Nevada.pdf
www.leg.state.nv.us/Division/Fiscal/NevadaPlan/Nevada_Plan_2011_JW.pdf

Additional background on Nevada’s system with rural perspective:

www.lvrj.com/news/50615217.html

Why Rural Matters 2009 Nevada rankings:

http://files.ruraledu.org/wrm09/Nevada.pdf

Every district in the state except Clark loses under the number weighting system of Title I:

www.formulafairness.com/download/NV.pdf

South Carolina System Subject of Gubernatorial Campaign

Editor's note: Links are free and current at time of posting, but may require registration or expire over time.

South Carolina’s funding system is the topic of yet another legislative study committee. But committee members
predict the law is not likely to be up for amendment, despite the fact that both gubernatorial candidates are
expressing positions on the system.

The state Senate Select Committee on K–12 Funding began meeting last month to review revenue and expenditure
laws and make recommendations about changes.

The committee study process has been an almost annual event since Act 388 was passed in 2006. The law was
passed as a property tax relief law and effectively removed all homeowner property taxes from school district
operating budgets. Instead, the state reimburses districts with funds from a one-cent sales tax increase included in
Act 388. But the instability of sales tax receipts along with flaws in the law have meant most districts in the state
have sustained major shortfalls in revenue. Nevertheless, widespread support for property tax relief in the state
means strong support for Act 388, and some legislators have promised to reintroduce substitute bills if Act 388 is
repealed.

Both gubernatorial candidates have promised to make changes to the funding system if elected. Democratic
candidate Vincent Sheheen has said he would like to see more funding directed to poor rural districts that brought
a school funding lawsuit. Republican candidate Nikki Haley says she wants to see funding more closely tied to
individual students and their characteristics, a system sometimes called backpacking, along with a decrease in
funding for the State Department of Education. Although Haley says she would sign a private school voucher
platform typically supported by South Carolina GOP members, she says that her priority is changing the formula.

Read more:

K–12 Funding Select Committee Homepage with links to SC-specific funding system details, including the most
recent revenue totals for each district:

www.scstatehouse.gov/citizensinterestpage/K12FundingSelectCommittee/083110TOC.html

Local coverage of the Committee meeting:
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www.southcarolinaradionetwork.com/2010/09/01/ed-funding-committee-meets-act-388-here-to-stay-audio/

Coverage of the candidates’ statements on school funding:

www.thestate.com/2010/08/20/1425611/haley-focus-on-school-funding.html
www.postandcourier.com/news/2010/sep/13/qa/
www.columbiabusinessreport.com/news/35897-education-dollars-divide-gubernatorial-candidates

Arkansas Panel Waits to Make Budget Recommendation

Editor's note: Links are free and current at time of posting, but may require registration or expire over time.

An Arkansas legislative committee charged with determining the adequacy of student funding in the state has
postponed making its annual recommendation in order to do more study.

The Joint Adequacy Evaluation Oversight Subcommittee meets annually to make a report to the Education
Committees of the state legislature on what constitutes an adequate education and how much funding is needed.
That report was due September 1 and is used by the Legislature’s Joint Budget Committee during fall budget
hearings.

Initially the Subcommittee voted to recommend increasing per-pupil spending by 2.5% in fiscal year 2012, a $69
million total increase, and by 2.9% in fiscal year 2013.

However, one week later, the Subcommittee expunged its initial vote and submitted the annual report without
specific budget numbers. The committee will make its financial recommendations by November 1, 2010.

At issue is whether to base the recommendation on the Consumer Price Index or the government price index
factor. Both are measures of inflationary trends. Last year the Subcommittee recommended an increase between
the two factors.

Once the determination is made, the legislature must fund that amount in order to remain compliant with the
state constitution as interpreted by the Lake View school funding decisions.

Read more:
Local coverage:

http://arkansasnews.com/2010/08/30/panel-backs-off-of-school-funding-recommendation/
www.nwaonline.com/news/2010/sep/01/panel-delays-proposing-school-aid-boost-t-20100901/?nwa-state
http://arkansasnews.com/2010/08/31/legislators-postpone-school-funding-recommendation/

West Virginia Governor Calls for Review of State Education Spending

Editor's note: Links are free and current at time of posting, but may require registration or expire over time.

A West Virginia task force initially charged with moving forward education reforms related to the federal Race to
the Top (RTTT) grant requirements has called for bids for an outside firm to conduct an audit of education funding
to look for “redundancies and duplications of effort.”

The 10-member task force was appointed by Governor Joe Manchin after his attempts to put into place a charter
school law and make other policy changes required by RTTT failed to move forward in the legislature.

The task force is comprised of House and Senate members as well as representatives of major education
organizations in the state. It met during the spring and summer, but was largely unsuccessful in bringing about
the policy changes necessary for West Virginia to compete for RTTT funds. Legislative work on education was
interrupted, in part, by the process of replacing the late Senator Robert Byrd who died earlier in the summer.

The audit will happen soon because the task force and Governor have opted to have firms make an “expression of
interest” in the work rather than using the more time-consuming request-for-proposal process. Members anticipate
this approach will make the audit available for use during the legislative session in January.

West Virginia ranks 16th in the nation in per-pupil spending. Manchin has cited this fact in discussing the audit,
and some members of the task force have said that the state may not be getting value from education spending.
Teacher unions and others have noted and questioned an increase in the number of non-teaching personnel hired
by districts. At least one legislator has called for setting a system of accountability for the audit’s results before
they are released.
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Read more:

Local coverage on the task force and audit:

http://wvgazette.com/News/201008310975
www.dailymail.com/News/statenews/201007190778
http://times-news.com/education/x1617565593/W-Va-education-spending-audit-may-prove-daunting

Coverage on WV and RTTT:

http://statejournal.com/story.cfm?func=viewstory&storyid=85427

Arizona ELL Case Back in Court

Editor's note: Links are free and current at time of posting, but may require registration or expire over time.

Flores v. Arizona, the federal lawsuit that charges the state is not fulfilling its educational obligations to English
Language Learners (ELL) is back in an Arizona court this month after being heard by the U.S. Supreme Court last
year. An evidentiary hearing is underway in Tucson, where the state is defending its four-hour daily intensive
language instruction program implemented two years ago.

The original class action lawsuit was brought in 1992. It claimed that the state was violating the Equal Educational
Opportunities Act by failing to provide sufficient funding for Arizona’s programs for ELL students.

Initially, the Court ruled in favor of the plaintiffs, and fined the state millions of dollars for not complying with a
Court order to implement new programs. However, the state appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court, which reversed
the decision. In remanding the case, the Supreme Court said the lower court should take into consideration
changes to the ELL program and additional funding the state had provided since the previous ruling. Those
changes include replacing the state’s bilingual education approach with a 4-hour daily English immersion program
required for all students not yet proficient in English.

In the meantime, federal civil rights officials have found that Arizona’s home language survey and English-
proficiency test violates students’ civil rights after the state reduced the required survey to only one question:
“What is the primary language of the student?” The Departments of Education and Justice found that this question
fails to accurately identify all ELL students who need services, and that as a result of changes to the survey ELL
identifications in the state were significantly reduced, effectively denying many students their right to equal
participation.

Arizona’s proficiency tests were also found to be inaccurate measures of students’ ability to speak English. The
Departments found that many students were moved prematurely into the mainstream and were not performing up
to academic standards as a result. Flores plaintiff lawyer Tim Horne has agreed to allow federal officials to pursue
those findings and will not be making related claims in the court case.

Read more:
Local coverage:

www.eastvalleytribune.com/arizona/article_701dfd8e-b621-11df-8b4f-001cc4c002e0.html

Coverage of the federal investigation into Arizona’s ELL programs:

www.azcentral.com/news/articles/2010/09/10/20100910arizona-violating-ell-students-rights.html
www.azdailysun.com/news/state-and-regional/article_39d42f90-00d1-5a65-966e-b1681f9e059b.html

History of the Flores case up to the involvement of the U.S. Supreme Court:

www.arizonaea.org/politics.php?page=186

Georgia Charter Law Under Fire

Editor's note: Links are free and current at time of posting, but may require registration or expire over time.

A charter school funding case that will be heard by the Georgia Supreme Court next month could determine how
much control over charter school budgets that regular school districts will have. As first reported in the October
2009 edition of RSFN, a group of school districts is challenging the constitutionality of the Georgia Charter School
Commission (GCSC). The districts are appealing a decision from Fulton County Court earlier this year that found in
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favor of the charter schools. Three large urban and suburban districts (Gwinnett and DeKalb counties and the
Atlanta City schools) were joined by rural Bulloch, Henry and Candler counties and suburban Griffin-Spalding in
calling for the dissolution of the GCSC and the charter schools it has approved.

The GCSC is a chartering entity created by state law in 2008. It can approve charter school applications
independently and over the objections of a local board. State funding to the local school district is reduced by the
amount the local district would have spent on students enrolled in charter schools located in the district. School
district officials argue that this leaves local traditional schools with severe funding deficiencies.

The suit cites a number of Georgia Constitutional articles, including Article VIII, which says local funds can only be
controlled by locally elected boards or through a referendum. Rural Coweta County School District had recently
filed a separate, similar suit.

Georgia is one of only nine states with independent chartering agencies, making it one of the most ‘charter-
friendly’ states according to charter school advocates. Similar charter school funding lawsuits have been filed in a
number of states, with mixed results.

Read more:
Local coverage:

http://jacksonville.com/news/georgia/2010-09-12/story/educators-take-sides-charter-school-funding-fight-
headed-supreme-court

Coverage on the earlier decision:

www.times-herald.com/local/Judge-rules-for-state-on-Ga--charter-schools-576543

Coverage including a statement by the head of the state charter school association:

http://blogs.ajc.com/get-schooled-blog/2010/03/22/a-strong-defense-of-charter-schools-lawsuit-is-about-
money/

Florida Funding Lawsuit Moves Forward

Editor's note: Links are free and current at time of posting, but may require registration or expire over time.

An adequacy lawsuit in Florida is moving forward after a Circuit Judge ruled against the state’s motion to dismiss
the case. Citizens for Strong Schools v. Florida State Bd. of Education was filed late last year and charges that the
state is not maintaining its constitutional responsibility to provide a “uniform, efficient, safe, secure, and high
quality system of free public schools that allows students to obtain a high quality education.”

Florida education officials responded to the lawsuit by saying that students were making significant progress on
state tests. State officials also argued in court that the lawsuit was a political question and that the state
constitution’s education clause did not provide reviewable questions. The trial court rejected all of the state’s
claims.

The lawsuit charges that a reduction in the state’s share of school funding — down to 45% this year from 62% in
2001 — and overall underfunding have caused unconstitutional conditions in schools and forced districts to cut
programs and forego hiring qualified teachers. The lawsuit charges that these violations disproportionately impact
student in minority groups and students with special needs. The lawsuit seeks to require the state to formulate a
"remedial plan" to comply with the constitutional requirement.

The recent decision finds that a failure to hold the state legislature to the constitutional amendment’s standards
would effectively nullify the will of Florida citizens. Attorneys working on the case do not expect a trial before
2011; they anticipate the case will ultimately be heard before the Florida Supreme Court.

In a separate lawsuit, the Florida Education Association (FEA) lost its challenge to a ballot initiative that gives
voters the opportunity to revise a constitutional amendment governing class sizes.

Amendment 8, which was passed in 2002 and took full effect this school year after a phase-in period, sets rigid
class size limits for all Florida public schools.

But an initiative on the ballot in November will, if passed, allow flexibility for schools on these limits. (See August
RSFN coverage.) FEA challenged the initiative, claiming it is misleading because it does not say the flexibility
could result in a reduction in funding. Judge Charles Francis disagreed, saying that the summary and title of the
initiative accurately describe the proposed change to the amendment. FEA attorneys say they plan to continue a
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public information campaign about the measure and will take a challenge to Francis’ decision to the Florida
Supreme Court.

Read more:

Local coverage about the finance adequacy lawsuit:

www.orlandosentinel.com/news/education/os-school-lawsuit-fl-20100826,0,3088324.story

Website of one of the plaintiff organizations, Citizens for Strong Schools:

www.yesforalachuaschools.org/

Interview with one of the lead parents in the funding case:

http://articles.orlandosentinel.com/2009-08-02/news/spotlight_1_parents-education-in-florida-funding

Class size limits lawsuit coverage:

www.miamiherald.com/2010/09/11/1818770/class-size-ballot-proposal-upheld.html
www.miamiherald.com/2010/09/09/1814974/union-challenges-class-size-amendment.html#ixzz0zXFHKDYb

Class Action California Lawsuit Challenges School Fees

Editor's note: Links are free and current at time of posting, but may require registration or expire over time.

Several American Civil Liberties affiliates in California and attorneys working pro bono have brought a class action
lawsuit against the state of California for allowing school districts to violate the state constitution by charging
school fees. Attorneys are asking the court to stop the practice immediately and to order the state to write
regulations prohibiting the practice in the future.

The suit follows an investigation by the ACLU, documented in a report released this month, which found that more
that 50 California districts charge fees for various items including textbooks, workbooks and uniforms.

A 1984 California Supreme Court decision ruled that the state could not place any financial burden on the right to
an education. The decision also found that a fee-waiver program is not allowed as a way to circumvent the state’s
constitutional guarantee to free public schools.

The lawsuit was filed on behalf of several students, including two unnamed Orange County students who were
assessed fees but told their fees would be waived. The students claim they experienced delays in receiving their
materials and texts and were humiliated in front of their peers during open discussions of their inability to pay.

Read more:
Local coverage:

http://articles.latimes.com/2010/sep/11/local/la-me-aclu-20100911
www.caivn.org/article/2010/09/13/aclu-sues-prevent-california-public-school-districts-charging-student-
fees-basic-
http://blogs.ocweekly.com/navelgazing/breaking-news/aclu-california-education-laws/

The ACLU Report on CA fees, “Pay to Learn,” along with additional coverage of the suit is available on its website:

www.aclu-sc.org/documents/view/275

 

Number of Charter Schools by Locale, 2003–04 to 2006–07
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Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Common Core of Data (CCD),
"Public Elementary/Secondary School Universe Survey 2003–04 (version 1a), 2005–06 (version 1a), and 2007–08
(version 1a). http://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/2010/section4/table-cht-1.asp
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